


miami

The iconic Miami dining/bar chair combines clean lines with soft upholstery resulting in an effortless modern 
classic that is perfectly proportioned.

This versatile chair features enriching brass or copper details on the back which combined with the light 
lacquered metal frame allow a mix and match resulting in the perfect combination for any space and concept. 

A chair that will casually exist in any space due to its weightless and refined shape.

The seat and back is available in a selection of curated fabrics or leathers from our collection.
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bisou
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Swooping curves, softly returning arms, and sculptur-
al shape define the Bisou Armchair. The tight but soft 

seat and back along with clean seam detailing give 
this piece a clean, tailored appearance, featuring 

incredibly comfortable upholstery and a soft struc-
ture. Sublimely comfortable and ideal for lounging, 

Bisou Armchair is completely customizable allowing 
different styling combinations within Mambo’s 

collection of materials.

Blop armchair celebrates the dualities of comfort 
and nuanced modern design. This oversized chair 

combines a tight metal structure with soft, 
pillow-like arms and seat and with its clean lines and 

simple details, yet sturdy and exclusive
materials, this armchair brings forward fresh and 

different opportunities for use and styling in combi-
nation with the entire Mambo collection of materi-

als.

blop



miami

Naked Sofa reveals sculptural and organic shapes meant to embrace the user and encourage to stay seated in 
this cozy and comfortable piece.

With comfort as the constant starting-point in this design, the curvaceous, organic shapes and flawless uphol-
stery seams of the Naked Sofa are conceived to serve the body, providing both comfort and coziness through 
its high density upholstery that is soft and firm. Contemporary and luxurious, Naked Sofa is a functional piece 

that brings life and character to any interior setting.

Through four modules, different in length and depth, and a simple junction, it is possible to
imagine a multitude of combinations, from simple specular arrangements to well-structured geometric 

sequences. It is also completely customizable allowing different styling combinations within Mambo’s collection 
of materials.
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rubik

Timeless, versatile, solid and soft. At first sight, the sturdiness of the firmly grounded Rubik Sofa would not let 
you imagine how flexible it really is. The easy-going design brings the relaxed and approachable feel of home to 

a hotel, lobby or office, or a touch of sophistication to a private residence.

A high quality, soft yet firm modular sofa system, consisting of a wide variety of modules for endless configura-
tions featuring a composition of rounded shapes and soft upholstery

With six different modules, Rubik Sofa is available in a wide range of compositions and is completely customiz-
able allowing different styling combinations within Mambo’s collection of materials.
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About Mambo Unlimited Ideas:

The brand is based in Lisbon, Portugal, a country with a long crafts tradition. The city of Lisbon growing dynamic reflects 
the emerging creativity and energy that is making Lisbon to be recognised as a new cultural and business cluster and here 
Mambo gathered the energies of talented people to develop its collection. 

Mambo’s growing presence in the international market reflects the brand approach: “Our work is about innovation and 
creativity, with quality. And that’s what we love to do. We channel our suppliers craft abilities leading our production 
teams to careful produce each item of our collection, delivering top quality original products.  

The care and dedication put into each pieces’production reflects the whole path from the inspiration and research to the 
design development and materials selection. Our challenge and goal is to constantly create original and quality products 
while developing a growing globally recognised company, through our collections and our relation with all the market 
players.

We invite you to travel through our collection, getting to know the richness of our piece’s. In this collection
you will find original pieces where many di�erent crafts and materials are creatively joined together in balance, for 
surprising, fresh and functional results.”

Note do editors:

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Agnes Couch by Mambo Unlimited Ideas

2019 Special Mention
German Design Award
Link by Utu Soulful Lighting
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